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Abstract 
ESCAPE IN THURBER: FROM DELIGHT TO DELIRIUM 
by Carol Richardson Boyko 
James Thurber (1894-1961) is the outstanding Amer-
ican literary humorist of the twentieth century, whose 
writing spans two periods of American humor: pre- and 
post-World War II. Pre-war humor is characterized by a 
debunking of traditional values: the sanctity of women 
and marriage, patriotism, hero worship, and the supremacy 
of common sense. The hero of this era is the victim, the 
slightly neurotic man who does not fit into high-pressured 
city life. Post-war hwnor moves from playfulness to 
bitterness, from misogyny to misanthropy, from man's 
displacement in inhuman society to man's displacement in 
the world. 
The theme of escape in Thurber is useful when 
placing him in these eras and when judging the quality of 
his work. The problems of twentieth century living, says 
Thurber, cannot be solved in a rational, logical manner. 
The only human response is to avoid, to work around the 
problem, usually by way of the imagination. As reality 
blackens in the post-war era, imagination in Thurber 
becomes a substitute for reality instead of the wholesome 
recreation it was in the earlier works. The more with-
- drawn from reality Thurber becomes, the worse his writing 
becomes, until it is little more than sophisticated jib-
berish. 
In Thurber's early work, escape is a pleasant 
necessity, it is the only way to maintain one's humanity_ 
in the face of the depersonalizing forces of machinery, 
bureaucracy, and the oppression of modern psychology. 
By imagining revenge or by creating better, inner worlds, 
man can preserve his sanity in a cruel world. Thurber 
himself creates Alice-in-Wonderland worlds because of 
his bad eyesight and his vivid imagination. 
Women, of course, are the supreme threat in 
Thurber's pre-war stories. Like machinery and bureaucracy, 
women pose a threat to man's individuality. She has 
adapted and is invigorated by the very systems that 
threaten man. Women, like society, are representatives 
of reality, while the neurotic, slightly awry men are 
symbols of the better life of fantasy. And as with harsh 
society, women must be escaped from, usually by way of 
the imaginative recreation of better worlds. The classic 
escapee is, of course, Walter Mitty. 
Thurber's cartoons also give us a graphic portrayal 
of the Thurber man and woman. She is overbearing, and he 
is intimidated. The cartoons are in themselves a means 
of escape: they are bizarre and other worldly, they defy 
rational explication. 
Thurber's work takes on a decidedly different hue 
after World War II. The world situation, and Thurber's 
2 
own blindness and mental breakdown dim his humor. The only 
route of escape in his stories ends in madness and death. 
Thurber quits writing these stories and instead retreats 
to the past and to fairy lands. In these tales, forms of 
escape themselves, the heroes are mythic, unrealistic 
ideals. Real heroes like Walter Mitty have been replaced 
in this period by unbelievable images, a symptom of 
Thurber's growing misanthropy and retreat from reality. 
As Thurber's life deteriorated, so did his humor 
and the quality of writing, until character and situation 
had been replaced by his obsession with words. Words, 
in fact, become the primary reality for Thurber: when 
he is not harping about poor usage, he is playing exotic 
words games. The more idiosyncratic his escape becomes, 
the worse his writing becomes. 
Escape, then, is a theme that runs throughout 
Thurber, and is a useful guide to the rise and fall of 
Thurber's humor and to the quality of his .works. In his 
early work, escape is good, being used primarily as a 
method for the preservation of humane values. Later, as 
the world and Thurber's health changed, the external 
madness of the world found in his earlier works is now 
internal, and escape becomes indicative of sickness 
instead of health. And.at last Thurber leaves behind 
him characters and situation, and withdraws to his patho-
logical word games, and with this retreat, communication 
dies. 
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
In the minds of many there is no doubt that James 
Thurber {1894-1961) is the outstanding literary humorist 
of the twentieth century. Walter Blair, author of two 
respected books on American humor as well as many other 
works, gives Thurber the highest place among his peers, 
Perelman, Benchley, and White. 1 When evaluating the comic 
genius in both cinema and literature, Jesse Bier, author 
of the perceptive Rise and Fall in American Humor, places 
Thurber second only to Charlie Chaplin.2 And Charles S. 
Holmes, by far the most prolific Thurber schoL:ir, say3 "it 
is by now a truism to say that James Thurber is the greatest 
American humorist since Mark Twain. 113 
It is surprising, then, to discover how little 
perceptive scholarship has actually been done on Thurber. 
Robert Morsberger, author of the first book on Thurber, 
remarks that "perhaps no other distinguished contemporary 
1walter Blair, Horse Sense in American Humor. 
{New York: Russell & Russell, 1942), p. 283. 
2Jesse Bier, The Rise and Fall in American Humor. 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1968), p. 209. 
3charles s. Holmes, Thurber: A Collection of 
~--,.-,,-~~~~~~~~___,-~~ 
Critical Essays. {Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 
·· Inc. , · 19 7 4) , p. 1. 
1 
has been so neglected critically. 114 One reason for such 
neglect is that too few will take a humorist seriously. 
But humor to Thurber was a significant, an active force. 
In commenting on Dorothy Parker's famous epigram that 
"Humor is a shield, not a weapon," Thurber noted that in 
the Gallic wars "the soldiers of the Tenth Legion banged 
the enemy silly with their shields after their swords were 
gone. 115 Quoting E. B. White, Thurber said "Humorous 
writing, like poetical.writing, has an extra content. It 
plays, like an active child, close to the big hot fire of 
Truth." 6 
Another reason a critic avoids humorists is the 
2 
difficulty of writing about humor. He must make h5.s subject 
seem significant, but if he stresses the serious side, the 
essence of the humor is lost. over-analysis ruins the 
humor. As Wolcott Gibbs wrote of Max Eastman's The 
Enjoyment of Laughter, "It seems to me Eastman has got 
American humor down and broken its arm." 7 · 
4Robert E. Morsberger, James Thurber. (New York: 
Twayne, 1964). 
5charles s. Holmes, The Clocks of Columbus. 
_(New York: Atheneum, 1972), p. 273. 
6rbid. , p. 27 4 •. 
?James Thurber, The Years With Ross. (New York: 
Grosset & Dunlap, Inc., 1959), p. 48. 
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At the risk of appearing "an embarrassing rib-nudger 
or a tedious pedant, 118 I have attempted to deal seriously 
with a humorist. Taking Thurber's remarks on humor to 
heart, we begin drawing to that hot fire, first by prov~ding 
a brief scholarly and historical context, and second by 
examining the theme of escape in and its effects on, 
Thurber's works. 
To date, only four books have been written on 
Thurber, and none has attempted any serious exploration 
of Thurber's work. Robert Morsberger's book, James Thurber 
(1964), is the earliest of these. The book combines biography 
with a chronology and summary of Thurber's works. Mars-
berger's fine bibliography has been the basis for the books 
by Richard Tobias9 and Charles S. Holmes. 10 Tobias, a 
teacher of dramatic literature, casts his book, The Art of 
James Thurber (1969), in a "comic mask" mold, discussing 
Thurber's works chronologically and in terms of various 
traditional comic forms, such as "The Comedy of the Human 
Condition," and "The Comedy of Ritual Bondage." 
c.s. Holm~s' book, The Clocks of Columbus (1972), 
is by far the most ambitious of these literary biographies. 
Because he has had access to many unpublished materials, 
8Morsberger, P·. 6. 
9Richard c. Tobias, The Art of James Thurber. 
(Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1969), p. 4. 
lOHolmes, Clocks, p. 335. 
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he gives us a much fuller picture of the man Thurber, 
including such interesting details as Thurber's grade school 
daydreams and his first sexual experience. But because 
Holmes argues that Thurber's creative powers never dimrn~d, 
despite compelling evidence to the contrary, the book 
inevitably becomes a paean to the god Thurber was not. 
The newest book on Thurber is Burton Bernstein's 
Thurber (1975), the authorized biography. Bernstein makes 
no pretense of idolizing this most unhappy man. The 
emphasis rather is on a continual expose of Thurber's 
(and his family's) precarious liability to mental (or 
11 nervous" as Thurber called it) instability. The book is 
full of fascinating correspondence quoted at length, and 
of such interesting details as a blind man's tactical 
problems when executing an extramarital tryst. But because 
the book is a biography, Thurber's writing is examined for 
its autobiographical implications, a not always satisfactory 
way of interpreting an author's works. 
There are several books on American humor that are 
worth noting in a discussion of Thurber. Books on humor 
are in general less timid in passing judgment on Thurber. 
And while Thurber scholars tend to isolate him from his 
peers, humor scholars feel no qualms when placing Thurber 
into mainstreams of humor. Jesse Bier's The Rise and Fall 
in American Humor contains an excellent discussion of pre-
and post-war humor, and on Thurber's position in both eras. 
Richard Boyd Hauck's A Cheerful Nihilism, while it does not 
talk about Thurber explicitly, gives a fine background 
study of the absurd in American humor, something particu-
larly valuable when appraising·Thurber's later·work. 
Of the literally hundreds of articles on Thurber 
5 
in popular magazines such as Life or Newsweek, most are 
book reviews; there are only a handful of scholarly articles 
that attempt to deal with Thurber as an important literary 
artist. Many of these have been collected under Holmes' 
editorship in Thurber: A Collection of Critical Essays 
(1974). The best known of these articles is "The Comic 
Prufrock" (1943), by Peter De Vries, because it is the 
first article that recognizes and explores Thurber's 
serious artistic statement. The work notes the similarity 
between Thurber men and Eliot's J. Alfred Prufrock, con-
sidering them as the image of emasculated modern man. 
The one article of some importance not included in the 
collection is Holmes' "James Thurber and the Art of 
Fantasy" (1965), a perceptive essay on the centrality of 
fantasy in Thurber. 
Two unpublished doctoral dissertations have been 
written. The first, by Helen Batchelor Petrullo (Syracuse, 
1967), is entitled "Satire and Freedom in the Works of 
Sinclair Lewis, Nathaniel West, and James Thurber." The 
dissertation is an exploration of the use of satire by 
these authors as a revelation of their interest in human 
6 
freedom. The more recent dissertation is "Congruous 
Laughter: Linguistic Form in Thurber's Casual Essay" by 
Alice Breme Baldwin (University of Ma~~. 1970),· a stylistic· 
analysis of the humor of Thurber, following a chrono_logi~al 
outline. 
It is easy to see the need of some serious study 
of Thurber's art. Too many have been content with either 
biography or a superficial examination of his work. 
Thurber's prominence as well as the scope of his work, 
over 20 volumes of virgin territory, suggests an open 
field for many scholars. 
Escape, although a neglected theme in Thurber's 
works, is a most natural expression of not only Thurber's 
but of twentieth century humor as well. It is a response 
to the shift from rural to the urban, from the natural 
to the mechanical, and from hope to despair. 
While the aim of nineteenth century humor was the 
affirmation of cherished ideals, twentiet~ century humor 
is iconoclastic according to Blair. In the nineteenth 
century, virtue and common sense triumphed over citified 
sophistication and immorality. The basic vehicle was the 
confrontation of the cagey fool or rustic with the arrogant 
sophisticate. 11 Huck Finn perceives society's bigotry 
albeit unconsciously, his "common sense" mocks Tom Sawyer's 
llBlair, .P· vi-viii. 
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bookishness, the innocent abroad exposes European preten-
tiousness. 
The Advent of World War I, the collapse of the 
American economy, and prohibition brought a shaking of 
traditional beliefs, discouraging most intelligent 
observers from belief either in the perfectability of man 
or in the assurance of good prevailing. Humor in the 
twentieth century reflects this cynical turn. Blair writes, 
"a country whose.sublimest sense was to eliminate evil by 
prohibiting alcohol invited nonsense humor, shaggy dog-ism, 
confusionism, impudent punning and outlandish jokes to 
the nth degree. 1112 The interwar era~ the period i:n which 
Thurber began his writing, is a high point of American 
humor in terms of the sheer number of humorists at work, 
in the quality of their productions, and in the continuity 
of ~heme and technique. 13 
Interwar humor is characterized by debunking (a 
term coined by an important satirist of this period, H. L • 
. Mencken) 14 , a comic deflation of those things which nine-
teenth century humor affirmed: the sanctity of women and 
marriage, sentimental patriotism, hero worship, and, of 
course, "horse sense." Buster Keaton in the film "The 
General" strangles and shoves women in bags, and Thurber 
12 . 
276. Bier, p. 
13Ibid., p. 209. 
14 b' I J.d. I p. 210. 
in his stories treats them much worse. Charlie Chaplin's 
"Immigrant" contemplates the Statue of Liberty while pushy 
officials prevent passengers ~rom leaving the boat. 
Thurber's aviator-hero, Joe Smurch in "The Greatest Man 
in the World" is not the pristine Lindberg, but is a low, 
evil character, unworthy of the mad hero worship the public 
bestows on its adored aviators. 
The interwar stories tend to the amoral, even 
violent solutions to problems, evidence of the post-World 
War I loss of faith in absolutes and conventional morality, 
though they often have that "wry and wistful concept of 
poetic justice."15 For example, Chaplin in the film "Easy 
Street" sits on the drug addict's syringe, and receives 
the needed "high" to rid the town of undesirables. 
Thurber's Smurch, whose lowness must not be exposed to an 
idolatrous public, falls to his "accidental" and very 
necessary death by the deft push of a reporter, the braying 
Ugline Barrows of "The Catbird Seat" is framed by t~e. 
threatened Erwin Martin, and the lady who threatens her 
husband with the booby hatch ends there herself. 
The hero of these stories is not the cagey, rural. 
character who outwits his sophisticated opponent with 
common sense, but is the educated, urban maladjusted man 
who is antagonized by modern civilization. As Blair says, 
15 . 2 2 Bier, p. 3 • 
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"The literary comedians after.the civil war presented them-
selves as Perfect Fools, whereas our comedians present 
themselves as Perfect Neurotics." 16 
The hero is the victim. He is victimized by the 
heightened self-consciousness that popular psychology had 
given him, and because of his heightened awareness he 
recognizes his displacement in highly structured, highly 
pressured modern life. The heroes of the age, Chaplin's 
tramp, Benchley's "Little Man," and Thurber's Mr. Monroe 
conjure images of highly sensitive, often ineffectual 
males in a gruff society. Like J. Alfred Prufrock, these 
middle-ages heroes have "the same painful and fastidious 
self-inventory, the same detailed anxiety, the same immer~ 
sion in weary minutiae, the same self-disparagement, the 
17 
same wariness of the evening's company." 
Ultimately, though, the humorists of this era still 
functioned in part as the "wise fools" of the nineteenth 
9 
century. Too opposed to high-pressured, organized, machine-
like living, these "neurotics" are proud of their neuroses, 
for the slightly awry response is the only human one 
possible. These writers celebrate disorder and illogicality. 
Thus, is the misfit, the daydreamer, the introspective who 
is the most sensitive, hence, the most human. 18 _ 
16 . 
Blair, p. 291. 
17Peter De Vries, "James Thurber: The Comic 
_Prufrock." Poetry, Vol. ~XIII (Dec., 1943), pp. 151,152. 
18Bier, p. 239. 
After World War II, humor, as did the other arts, 
took on a darker mask. "The two great flashes over Japan," 
said Thurber's friend and sometime writing partner, Elliott 
Nugent, "did something to the eyesight and the nerves and 
spirit of the more civilized, sensitive, thoughtful and 
humorous people ... and this change was reflected in liter-
ature, drama, music, art and politics. 1119 In addition to 
the bomb, Hitler's genicide and the rise of McCarthyism 
did much to change the face of humor. 20 Thurber himself 
acknowledged that My Life and Hard Times was a funnier, 
better book than the later Thurber Album, because fear and 
suspicion had taken over America. "It's hard to write 
humor in the mental weather we've had.
1121 
In this era, reality is seen absurd. To many, 
what is normal is abnormal and what is impossible is 
probable. "Everything deviates from a man's inner sense 
of rightness or his suspicion that there should be ultimate 
. ,,22 meaning. 
The sensitive artists of this time have a larger 
sense of displacement than did the creators of the clumsy 
inter-war hero. There is not merely the alienation of the 
19Holmes, Clocks, p. 251. 
20ibid., p. 270. 
21George Plimpton and Max Steele·, "The Art of 
Fiction," Paris Review, X (Fall, 1955), p. 48. 
22Richard Boyd Hauck, A Cheerful Nihilism. 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1971), p. 4. 
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self-righteous neurotic in an inhuman society that we found 
in inter-war humor. Rather, the post-war artist seems to 
be alienated from much more than modern society; he is 
estranged "from the source of organized explanation, 
[detached] from hope, [lacking] confidence that meaning 
exists at all. 1123 
The result of these feelings of alienation is that 
much of the playfulness of inter-war humor is replaced by 
bitterness. The playful misogyny of "The Unicorn in the 
Garden" moves toward the bitter misanthropy of "The Human 
Being and the Dinosaur" and to chaotic nothingness in "The 
Watchers of the Night" and "The Tyranny of Trivia." Of 
this Thurber said, 
Comedy didn't die, it just went crazy. It 
has identified itself with the very tension and 
terror it once did so much to alleviate. We now 
have not only what has been called over here the 
comedy of menace but we also have horror jokes, 
magazines known as Horror Comics, and sick come-
dians ••• The Zeitgeist is not crazy as a loon or 
mad as a March hare; it is manic as a man.24 
Humorists of this time are "negativists on the verge of 
complete blackness, into which they do not quite plunge 
yet."25 
While in earlier books, humor cancels this nothing-
ness, later twentieth century humor, while still "funny," 
23rbid., p. 5 •. 
24James Thurber, Credos and Curios. (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1962), p. 79. 
25Bier, p. 227. 
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only sharpens the grimness of our bleak situation. "Such 
books escape total nihilism only because they are funny 
and are thus an affirmative act by the author himself. 1126 
In the work of Thurber, which covers both inter~ 
war and post-war periods, the theme of escape as a means 
of coping with man's disjointed existence is central. The 
following chapters will discuss in some detail Thurber's 
modern man and the necessity of this man to withdraw from 
a too harsh reality. 
As Thurber's writing falls neatly into pre- and 
post-war periods, our discussion will be basically chrono-
logical. Chapter two will discuss the harried Thurber 
12 
male escaping machines and avoiding an unsympathetic society 
that demands regimentation. Chapter three will discuss 
that greatest of all Thurber escapes, the flight from 
women. In these inter-war stories, Thurber suggests that 
a fanciful reordering of, or temporary withdrawal from, 
reality may make existence more bearable. 
Escape takes a more serious tone in the post-war 
works of Thurber, owing not only to the jumpy world 
situation, but also to Thurber's own bitterness at his 
loss of sight. Chapter four will discuss the sometimes 
.fatal effects of withdrawal on Thurber's heroes, as well 
as his personal withdrawal to a happier past in the Thurber 
26 Hauck, p. 237. 
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Album and The Years With Ross, and the better imaginary land 
of his fairy tales. 
In the last of Thurber's works, he loses interest in 
humanity and becomes preoccupied with the deterioration _of 
language. Chapter five will discuss this final withdrawal 
of Thurber, his obsessive word games on which his humor 
becomes dependent. 
In short, Thurber believes that the problems of 
twentieth century living cannot be solved in a rational, 
logical way. The only human response is to avoid, to work 
around, the problem, often by way of imagination. As 
reality blackens in the post-war era, imagination in Thurber 
becomes a substitute for reality, and his humor draws to 
that brink of nihilism. 
But as his vision of reality darkens, his methods 
of escape become more bizzare and idiosyncratic, and his 
writing suffers. The increasing number of rejections from 
the New Yorker, the magazine that both made and was made 
by Thurber, is indicative of his failing powers, of "his 
27 
inability to write pure humore anymore." Escape, in short, 
is a guide to the quality of Thurber's work. 
27Bier, p. 483. 
Chapter II 
MACHINES, THE MIND, AND OTHER PERPLEXITIES 
"Do you belong to the Lost Generation, Mr. T?" an 
eager middle-aged woman asks of Thurber. "No, Madam, I 
belong to the Hiding Generation (LYMA p. 178) ." 1 Thurber's 
reply is more than a flippant answer to a bothersome woman: 
it is a pretty good description of Thurber's thematic 
concerns in the inter-war pieces, from Is Sex Necessary? 
(1929) to My World--and Welcome To It (1942), in which 
Thurber issues the call to hide from unkind reality, the 
call away from the harsh, overly mechanized world to the 
world of the imagination. From the very beginning of his 
career, Thurber insisted "that the menaces to the individual 
lurk in the world of man-made systems, whether mechanical 
or mental, and that the promise waits in the uncircum-
scribed realms of instinct and the imagination. 112 
The characters who fight. these almost superhuman 
forces are, for the most part, slightly neurotic men 
engaged in the bewildering routines of hum-drum living. 
lBecause of the lengthy titles of Thurber's many 
works, abbreviated forms of the titles follow each citation. 
Hence LYMA represents Let Your Mind Alone! A table of abbre-
viations follows the f~nal chapter on p. 93. 
2Robert H. Elias, "James '1.'hurber: the Primitive, 
the Innocent, and the Individual," Thurber: A Collection 
of Critical Essays, ed. C. S. Holmes (Englewood Cliffs: 
Prentice-Hall, 1974), p. 88. 
14 
They are, much like Benchley's "little man" constantly 
defeated and humiliated by trifles. 
He sees himself ... not [as] the master of high 
comedy, but as the victim of low tragedy. King 
Lear loses a throne; Benchley loses a filling. 
Romeo breaks his heart; Benchley breaks his shoe-
lace. They are annihilated: he is humiliated. 
And to his humiliation there is no end. His 
whole life has been spent as the dupe of "the 
total depravity of inanimate things. 11 3 
And, like Benchley's characters, Thurber's are 
engaged in the struggle of self-preservation, struggling 
to keep inviolate the realms of chance, individuality, 
reflection, and purpose.4 In a world where modern 
15 
psychology, machines and businesses run by them, educational 
mass production, and neat formulas for social success 
threaten to destroy individuality and, by implication, 
humanity, the only place where the individual can at last 
reside--or preside--is in the imagination, in one's 
fantasies. Man must, at last, find that "box to hide in." 
"Fantasy is at the center of Thurber's work as a whole .... 
[It is] ••• a principle, a standard of value, a quality of 
experience richer than that offered by everyday life."5 
Even the fable morals "Run, don't walk, to the nearest 
desert island" and "Who flies afar from the sphere of 
3walter Blair, Native American Humor. (Chicago: 
Chandler Publishing Co •. , Inc., 1960), p. 172. 
4Elias, p. 88. 
Scharles s. Holmes, "James Thurber and the Art of 
Fantasy," The Yale Review, Vol. LV (Autumn 1965), p. 20. 
sorrow is here today and here tomorrow" suggest Thurber's 
dissatisfaction with reality. Thurber's inter-war stories 
that challenge those who would reduce life to a formula 
are of roughly two types: those that discredit deified 
impersonal forces, and those that reveal the magic, healing 
world of the imagination. 
The dehumanizing, mechanized world is the first 
idol smashed by Thurber. The very first piece Thurber 
sold to the New Yorker told of a man, unfortunately trapped 
in a revolving door, who is mistaken as a contestant in a 
new marathon craze. But it is the automobile that through-
out his works is, second only to women, the biggest threat 
6 
to the modern male. 
"The Car We Had to Push" in My Life and Hard 'rimes 
satirizes the affection man lavishes on the metal beast. 
After the family car has been smashed by an oncoming 
street car, the family mourns. Grandfather, confused at 
such emotion, "apparently gathered, from the talk and 
excitement and weeping, that somebody had died (p. 34)." 
"A Ride With Olympy" recounts the near disaster Thurber 
encounters when he, with his limited French, endeavors to 
teach his French housekeeper how to drive. 
6c~rs and women· are, in fact, often difficult to 
separate, for male mastery over the family.car often . 
results in the man getting the upper hand in the marriage 
as well, if only temporarily, s~mething that will be dis-
cussed more fully in the following chapter. 
16 
In Sex Ex M~china, Thurber's most explicit dis-
cussion of his hatred of machinery 1 Thurber mounts his 
attack on those who would interpret the metal monster and 
all other contraptions as Freudian sex objects. He takes 
issue with a Dr. Bisch, the "Be-Glad-You're Neurotic man," 
who analyzes three hypothetical men who, when cros~ing a 
street against the light, get in the_way of an oncoming 
car. Man A dodges successfully; B stands still "accepting 
the situation with calm and resignation," hence becoming 
a new hero of the Lord Jim ilk; and C hesitates, jumps 
backward and forward, and at last runs into the car. 
Mr. C. is analyzed by Dr. Bisch as suffering from 
sex hunger: 
The automobile unquestionably has sex signifi-
cance for him ... to C the car is both enticing and 
menacing at one and the same time .... A thorough 
analysis is indicated .••. It might take months .... 
He is heading for a complete nervous collapse 
( LYMA p • 5 8 ) • 
17 
Thurber, of course, says that the automobile bearing 
down upon Mr. c. is not a sex symbol, but is simply an 
automobile. His reaction, too, is perfectly normal. A 
sensible squirrel would do the same thing. Indeed the one 
that lives on Thurber's property~ 
••• frequently runs out toward my automobile when 
I start down the driveway, and then hesitates, 
wavers, jumps forward and backward, and occasion-
ally would run right into the car except that he 
is awfully fast on his feet and that I always 
hurriedly put on th_e brakes of the 1935 V-8 Sex 
Symbol that I drive (LYMA p. 59). 
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The only danger that Thurber sees is the possibility 
that with the psychiatrist harping on Mr. c., the patient 
might begin "suffering from the delusion that he believes 
automobiles are sex symbols (p. 60)." There is, Thurber 
argues, an altogether reasonable 1 not abnormal, apprehension 
of machines in the breasts of all people. From the woman 
who has tried to change a fuse with the current on to the 
man who has wrestled with a self-adjusting card table, 
"every person carries in his consciousness the old scar, 
or the fresh wound, of some harrowing misadventure with a 
contraption of some sort · (LYMA. p. 6 3) . " 
Alongside the metal monsters stand, if not knocked 
down or run over, the eccentrics, Thurber's delightful 
characters whose inability to cope with machinery chal-
lenges society's mass production values. Thurber is, in 
My Life and Hard Times, his own most eccentric character. 
In "University Days," Thurber, because of his poor eye-
sight, cannot properly use a microscope. Rather than 
treating him as a special case, and hence an individual, 
the university, representing the principle of mass 
production, flunks him. "Thurber's inability to see 
through the microscope in the botany lab is a challenge 
to the basic assumptions of science and higher education 
that the professor is unprepared to meet. 117 
7 Holmes, p. 27. 
Thurber likewise struggles through gym, bumping 
"into professors, horizontal bars, agricultural students, 
and swinging iron rings (MLHT p. 94)," and at last passes 
by having a classmate give his number and swim the length 
of the pool in his place. 
Military training, a requirement for all osu 
students, is yet a third barrier to Thurber's academic 
success. By the time he was a senior, he had been in 
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training longer than anyone else, since he regularly flunked 
drill. 
But he had his moment of glory. One day the general 
decided to give Thurber's company a particularly stiff drill 
exercise. 
In about three minutes one hundred and nine 
men were marching in one direction and I was 
marching away from them at an angle of forty 
degrees, all alone. "Company, Halt!" shouted 
General Littlefield, "That man is the only man 
who has got it right (p. 98)." 
And that is precisely the point Thurber would make. 
It is the individual, the slightly awry eccentric, who is 
the only one who "has it right." He who can challenge 
machinery or bureaucracy, even though he be crunched in 
the cogs, is Thurber's answer to our mass-production world. 
Other characters--s·uch as Thurber's mother, who 
warned the boys not to drive the car all over town without 
gas "because it fried the valves, or something,'' the 
grandmother who imagined electricity invisibly dripping out 
of empty sockets, and the grandfather who could not control 
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the old Reo--proclaim the principle of individual difference 
in a mechanical world. "In an age increasingly given over 
to the standardization of character and behavior, they stand 
for the spontaneous, the idiosyncratic, the fantasy prin-
ciple. 118 
By showing the destructive capabilities of machines, 
in both physical and spiritual terms, by satirizing modern 
man's unnatural affection for machinery, and by showing us 
the struggles of ·the s~ightly awry, very fallible, hence 
human, individuals in mechanical society, Thurber begins 
his defense of the life of imagination. Although he is not, 
in his repudiation of machines, as explicit a defendent of 
imaginative values as he is in other pieces in which he 
openly advocates fantasy, his bias for another world rather 
than the real one is clear enough. 
Large, impersonal organizations are seen, much like 
machines,. to be destroyers of human values. The two pieces 
"File and Forget" and "Joyeux Noel, Mr. Durning" follow 
Thurber's hopeless correspondence, first, with a publishing 
company that insists that Thurber has ordered 36 copies of 
Grandma was a Nudist, and second, with the New York Customs 
Agency, which has confiscated a bottle of liquor sent as 
a Christmas present by French friends ignorant of customs 
regulations. The book mixup takes two months to straighten 
out, and even then Thurber succeeds only in having the 
8Ibid., p. 23. 
books sent to an old address where he no longer lives. And 
as for his Christmas gift, Thurber receives his bottle of 
Cointreau on April 22. "The Vengeance of 3902090" tells of 
Thurber's yearly bout with the red tape of the Department 
of Motor Vehicles. The telephone company's seemingly 
perverse enjoyment of changing his simple phone number 
into a complex one is the subject of "The Preoccupation 
of Mr. Peffifoss." 
In each of these stories, the individuality of the 
person is eroded by bureaucratic impersonality. Besides 
being trapped by man's own inadequate humanity, man is 
further trapped by a bureaucracy that stifles even what 
little freedom he may enjoy. We all "happen to be caught. 
in smaller prisons within the larger ones, like a mouse 
in a trap in Sing Sing {MWTt7TI p. 154) . " 
"The Vengeance of 3902090" is a good example 
of the inhumanity of bureaucracy and of how imagination 
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can ease the pain_ of one entangled in its red tape~ Thurber, 
alias 3902090, would like to include with his seven-dollar 
car license renewal his three-dollar driver's license 
renewal, but that, for some strange reason, is illegal. 
The payments must be sent separately and at about a month's 
interval. Of course, Thurber usually forgets to renew his 
driver's license, vagu~ly remembering that he sent in 
money for some sort of renewal. Naturally he is caught 
with an expired driver's license by a snarling state trooper 
with the "I-could-jail-you-for-life-for-this-buddy" tone in 
his voice. 
But Thurber will get even, if only imaginatively. 
When he at last renews his expired license, he notes on 
the application the remarkable message, "You must notify 
this department if you have suffered any physical or mental 
infirmity during the past year if it interferes with the 
operation of a motor vehicle (Mwv.7TI p. 159) . " Thurber 
imagines he will get even with the DMV by writing them a 
threatening note explaining that he has gone crazy and will 
run down both the DMV operator and his secretary if they 
do not meet his outrageous demands. "I suppose they will 
catch up with me in the end, but it will be fun. It is 
fun already. I spend a great deal of time imagining the 
man in Hartford opening my note, turning pale, grabbing a 
chair for support, and saying to his secretary, 'Good God, 
girl, 3902090 has got us (MWWTI pp. 159, 160) '." Here 
the hated, impersonal organization is met and destroyed 
·by the imagination. Although he may at last simply shrug 
and send in his three-dollar check for renewal, Thurber's 
outward defeat is at least assuaged by his inner, fanciful 
victory. 
Along with machinery and bureaucracy, popular 
psychology and behavior books threaten to destroy individ-
uality. Thurber believes that the self is in danger of 
extinction when persons are driven inward until society 
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becomes impossible {something that preoccupation with 
psychology does) or are forced outward until there is no 
residue left to socialize {something which behavior books 
do). 9 That is, psychology threatens a person because he .may 
become so preoccupied with his motives and "complexes" that 
he may at last withdraw from other people. Behavior or 
11 How-to 11 books have the opposite effect. They ignore the 
individual by prescribing general behavior, giving a person 
the facade of correctness, but leaving him empty inside. 
Thurber's first book, Is Sex Necessary? (1929), 
written in conjunction with E. B. White, is a spoof on the 
sex and psychology manual craze of the '20's. In it 
Thurber parodies the pretentiousness of the popular psycho-
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analysts, their "pseudo philosophy, the glib social history, 
the labored classifications, and indigestible terminology, 
the pedantic citation of authorities," and transforms this 
into "delightful absurdity." 10 Here is Thurber's account 
of the origin of man's desire to worship woman: 
Right then and there Man conceived the notion 
that Woman was so closely associated, so inextricably 
entwined with the wonders and terrors of the world, 
that she had no fear of them. She was in quiet 
league with the forces of life. She was an integral 
part of the stars and the moon, she was one with the 
trees and the iris in the bog. He fell down on his 
knees, the pitiable idiot, and grasped her about 
the waist (ISN p. xxv). 
This, coupled with an outrageous drawing of early Woman, a 
9Elias, p. 88. 
lOcharles s. Holmes, The Clocks of Columbus 
(New York: Atheneuro, 1972), p. 114. 




Let Your Mind Alone! (1937) is another book in which 
Thurber devises to prove that the undisciplined, natural 
mind, unfettered by societal regulations, is better adapted 
to a confused world than one as streamlined as a machine. 11 
Let Your Mind Alone! contains 10 essays criticizing the 
How-to-succeed books so popular in the '20's and '30's. 
As in Is Sex Necessary?, Thurber in this book taunts 
those inspirationalist-psychologists with their how-to 
books, books that offer what Thurber considers to be too 
easy, too simple formulas for peace of mind or worldly 
success. "The dominant themes of his book are the inad-
equacies of all systems and formulas as guides to life, the 
superiority of fantasy and daydream to logical thought, and 
the threat of technological culture to the spiritual well-
being of man. 1112 
11 1 · 02 E ias, p. J • 
12 
Holmes, Clocks, p. 195. 
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For instance in "Pythagoras and the Ladder," Thurber 
tells of how difficult the How-to-Live men make life. One 
such man is faced with the necessity of reroofing his house. 
Not having a ladder, and not being able to climb on the.roof, 
he is stumped for days as to how he might measure the roof, 
until a chance visitor notices that the roof is really an 
isosceles right-angle triangle with a known base. Using 
Pythagoras' theorem, the visitor easily solves the problem. 
Buying or borrowing a ladder seems, to Thurber, an 
easier way to get at measuring a roof. If he were to wait 
for a friend to drop by who could even remember the theorem, 
"my roof would never be fixed; it would rain in; probably 
I'd have to sell the house, a.t a great loss, to somebody who 
has a ladder. With a ladder of my own, and the old-fashioned 
technique of thinking, I could get the job done in no time 
(~p. 10)." 
In addition to criticizing the overly mechanical 
approach of the behavioralists, Thurber, in his How-to 
parodies, makes his most explicit statement yet on the 
value of the imaginative life. "Destructive Forces in 
Life," a how-to parody, reveals the vulnerability of the 
streamlined mind when met with the imaginative mind. 
Harry Conner, a disciple of mental efficiency, has his 
well-ordered life thrown into shambles by Bert Scursey, 
a practical joker who "enjoy [s] fantasy as much as reality, 
probably even more (LYMA p. 14)." Scursey telephones 
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Conner, mimicking a black maid, and sets in motion a series 
of disastrous misunderstandings which Conner is powerless 
to control. The point is clear enough.. "Scursey represents 
the unpredictable, the principle of fantasy and confuiion 
which the worshipers of logic and efficiency ignore at 
their peril. 1113 
"The Case for the Daydreamer," another how-to 
parody, is Thurber's most eloquent appeal for escapism. 
In this piece he takes issue with those inspirationalists 
who consider daydreaming apart from concrete achievement 
a waste of time. He recounts the incident of his being 
refused entrance by a snarling Mr. Bustard into a dog show 
about which he was to write an article. As soon as 
Mr. Bustard leaves, Thurber begins to think of things he 
should have said. By the end of day, he is in high spirits 
and still considers himself to have got the best of 
Mr. Bustard. 
In a triumphant daydream, it seems to me, 
there is felicity and not defeat. You can't 
just take a humiliation and dismiss it from 
your mind, for it will crop up in your dreams, 
but neither can you safely carry a dream into 
reality in the case of an insensitive man like 
Mr. Bustard who outweighs you by sixty pounds 
(LY.MA p • 2 2 ) • 
By exposing the hazards of a streamlined mind 
such as Harry Conner's and by demonstrating the positive 
value of "woolgathering," Thurber shatters the myths of 
13Holmes, "Art of Fantasy," p. 21. 
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those Shapers of Success, who claim to discipline your mind 
with 12 exercises, or even to change your life with as little 
as 8 magic words. 
Language etiquette books, a type of the How-to-
Succeed books, are another target for Thurber's darts. And 
as in the other behavior parodies, Thurber's advice in 
"A Ladies' and Gentlemen's Guide to Modern English" is to 
escape by simply avoiding those bothersome grammatical 
forms. Because one could lose his mind (as one of his 
characters does} contemplating the intricacies of the 
language, we are urged to "avoid the perfect infinitive 
after the past conditional as you would a cobra (OIA 
p. 145}.", to "never monkey with a which (p. 110}" and to 
"make up your mind and avoid doubt clauses (p. 127} ." 
over and over Thurber urges escape. "The simplest way out, 
as always, is to seek some other method of expressing the 
thought (p. 142}." 
Thus does Thurber discredit much of what he con-
sidered twentieth century humbug: first by revealing the 
inhumanity and fallaciousness of the streamlined life run 
by machines, bureaucracy, and how-to books; and then by 
offering the solution of escape, either by daydream or by 
simply working around the problem. 
In. this· pre-war period, Thurber's drawings as well 
as his pieces offer avenues of escape. The very pre-
posterousness of his cartoons suggest another world, an 
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imaginary world of specieless dogs, a world where life 
survives the decapitating "touche!", a world where Dr. Mill-
moss is much happier inside the hippo than outside with 
Mrs. Millmoss. This is a place that defies rational explica-
tion. Why is the first Mrs. Harris crouched on top of the 
bookcase? How did the seal get into the bedroom? What could 
possibly be the reason for the kangaroo being hurled into 
the courtroom as exhibit A? 
If a character in a cartoon is faced with a difficult 
predicament, there are often features in the cartoon that 
suggest escape. Doors, windows, pictures on walls, and 
suitcases are as ubiquitous as the overpowering woman who 
in cartoon after cartoon appears with helpless lover in 
arms, chirping to a surprised husband, "I'm helping 
Mr. Gorley with his novel, darling," or "your husband has 
talked about nothing but you, Mrs. Miller." And man, when 
not confined to his prison suit of pajamas, is most often 
dressed in otherworldly, old-fashioned clothes of. a straw 
hat, bobtail cutaway, and always a bow tie. 14 
Thurber's "A New Natural History" is a series of 
drawings that combine word play with his fanciful drawings 
producing a new and marvelous world of imaginary animals 
such as a llama-type lapidary, bear-like trochees and 
spondees, stork-like martinets, and a prehistoric thesaurus. 
14Kenneth MacLean, "The Imagination of James Thurber,'' 
Canadian Forum, Vol. XXXIII (Dec., 1953), p. 193. 
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· "Touche !" 
( . ") 
" J . ./ 
"What have you done with Dr. Millmoss?" 
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"That's mr first wife ttp there, and this is the nesent i\1.rs. Harris." 
"Perhaps this 'Will refresh your memory." 
( 








"Your husband has talked about nothing but you, Mrs. A1iller." 
The Lapidary in a clump of 
Merry-Go-Round. 
A pair of Martinets. 
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A Troclzee (le/ t) encountering a Spondee. 
A TRIO OF PREHISTORIC CREATURES 
Lefl to right: the Thesaurus, the Stereopticon, and the Hexameta. 
The tree is a Sacroiliac. 
These drawings are yet an additional escape route from the 
harsh, literal land of reality. 
In his autobiographical sketches, Thurber offers 
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two more ways of escape from reality: by sound and by s_ight, 
neither of which may be possible for the ordinary reader, 
but which nevertheless were important to Thurber and contain 
insight into his own attitude towards the real and the un-
real. 
These sketches, of course, differ from the psychology 
and How-to parodies, Thurber's comment on a society overly 
given to mindless fads. By contrast, his personal essays 
are idiosyncratic. He is concerned in these works, unlike 
in his social satires, with creating his own inner reality. 
The first method that Thurber uses to create new 
worlds is by sound, by misunderstanding or misinterpreting 
words and phrases. "The Secret Life of James Thurber," a 
comparison between Salvador Dali's highly idiosyncratic 
life and Thurber's apparently ordinary life, shares with 
us Thurber's fascination with words that make, to him at 
any rate, his life just as garish as D~~i's. Idiom 
created a magic world for Thurber, as a child, a place 
where businessmen are tied up at the office, where girls 
cry their hearts out, and where neighbors are all ears 
were all fabulous reali.ties. It was phrases like these, 
"nonchalantly tossed off by real-estate dealers, great-
aunts, clergymen, and other such persons [that created] the 
enchanted private world" of his early boyhood {TCa p. 33). 
Thurber's mind muses over the mispronunciations and 
malapropisms of his servants Barney and Della, creating an 
enchanting, mysterious world in his imagination. In "The 
Black Magic of Barney Haller," ordinary statements become 
frightening with Barney's Teutonic accent. "I go hunt 
grotches in de voods," conjures in Thurber's mind "ugly 
little creatures, about the size of whippoorwills, only 
covered with blood and honey and the scrapings of church 
bells {MAM p. 161) ." He has visions of Barney in the woods 
"prancing around like a goat, casting off his false nature, 
shedding his hired man's garments ... repeating diabolical 
phrases, conjuring up grotches (pp. 161, 162)." Grotches, 
however, turn out to be "crotches": crotched saplings 
used to support peach tree boughs. 
Della, the black maid of "What do you Mean it Was 
Brillig?" has her own way with words. She has a brother 
who works "into an incinerator where they burn the refuge" 
and who has been working there "since the Armitage {MWWTI 
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p. 4)." Another brother has just passed his "silver-service 
eliminations," while a sister got "tuberculosis from her 
teeth and it went all through her symptom (pp. 5, 7)." 
The ear, then, is an indispensible road to the 
imagination, a road that would have increasing significance 
in Thurber's later career. Throughout his life Thurber was 
--
fascinated by language's capability to "create an Alice-in-
Wonderland world where ordinary rational communication is 
transcended and the real gives way to the sur-real."15 
The second way in which Thurber, in his autobio-
graphical pieces, could escape reality was simply by taking 
off his glasses. "His great subject, springing from his 
physical disability, was what might be called the enchant-
ment of misapprehension." 16 Finding his Scotch terriers 
quietly chewing on his glasses one morning, in "The Admiral 
on the Wheel," Thurber is forced to view the world with 
two-fifths vision, and he is enchanted. "I saw the Cuban 
flag flying over a national bank, I saw a gay old lady with 
a gray parasol walk right through the side of a truck, I 
saw a cat roll across a street in a small striped barrel, 
I saw bridges rise lazily into the air, like balloons 
(LYMA pp. 241, 242)." With good vision, ordinary man is 
strapped to reality, he is a prisoner of the commonplace. 
"For the hawk-eyed person life has none of those soft 
edges which for me blur into fantasy (LYMA p. 242) ." 
Thurber's inter-war stories, then, have an almost 
overpowering call for escape, first by debunking modern 
man's deification of machinery and bureaucracy, and by 
exposing the shallow psychologist-sentimentalists; and 
15Holmes, "Art of Fantasy," pp. 23, 24. 
16John Updike, "Indignations of a Senior Citizen," 
New York Times Book Review (Nov. 25, 1962), P· 5. 
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second, by urging us to leave the material world for the 
better ones of our daydreams. The imaginative mind contains 
the devastating power of humanity, and before it, stream-
lined, unimaginative minds topple. It is the fantasy 
principle which makes human life worthwhile. 
The fantasy principle is, in fact, the keystone 
of a set of closely related values which, until 
his later years, Thurber habitually champions in 
opposition to the dominant values of contemporary 
society. In a world committed to logic, organiza-
tion, conformity, and efficiency, Thurber stands 
for fantasy,.spontaneity, idiosyncrasy, and 
confusion.17 · 
17Holmes, "Art of Fantasy,n pp. 20, 21. 
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Chapter III 
THE GREAT ESCAPE 
Even though machinery and psychology are· special· 
features of modern living from which Thurber urges escape, 
without a doubt man's greatest threat in Thurber's inter-
war stories is woman. "His deepest hostility was reserved 
for women, and most particularly for wives. 111 Some have 
suggested that the reason for his misogyny could be his 
own mother-dominated family or his unhappy first marriage. 2 
But this is not enough. Thurber's mother and all the 
aggressive women in his family make a fine showing in A 
Thurber Album, and the man-woman struggles in the stories 
continue after Thurber's very happy second marriage. 
Misogyny was, in fact, a feature of the times. 
H. L. Mencken, Sinclair Lewis, Ring Lardner, Robert 
Benchley, and even a woman, Dorothy Parker, share with 
Thurber a similar contempt for the American woman. Consider 
Mencken's definition of love at first sight: "A labor 
saving device," or Lardner's lady loudmouths, Parker's 
"Big Blonde," or the following statement from Benchley's 
"Ask that Man:" 
lcharles s. Holmes, The Clocks of Columbus. (New 
York: Atheneum, 1972), p. 169. 
2Ibid., pp. 122, 169. 
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The man's dread [of asking directionsl is 
probably that of making himself appear a pest 
or ridiculously uninformed. The woman's insis-
tence is based probably on experience which 
taught her that any one, no matter who, knows 
more about things in general than her husband.3 
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Like his contemporaries, Thurber resents the aggres-
sion and ignorance of woman: 
It became obvious to me from the time I was 
a little boy that the American woman was in 
charge ... I think it's one of the weaknesses of 
America, the great dominance of the American 
woman. Not because of that fact in itself but 
because she is ... the least interested in national 
and international affairs and the most ignorant.4 
Thurber discusses the American woman as reflected 
in the radio soap operas, in the five-part Soapland. 
Sponsors, says Thurber, have pandered to woman's desire to 
dominate man. In these serials, women are the strong, noble 
characters, while men are always weak, always in need of 
reform by the American woman. The excessive goodness and 
prudery of the serial woman has projected not the warm, 
dedicated image intended, but a frigid and aggressive 
"lady". 
The men in these serials are always subject to a 
disabling paralysis from the waist down, a symptom of 
modern man's impotence. "The man in the wheel chair has 
come to be the standard Soapland symbol of the American 
3Jesse Bier, The Rise and Fall in American Humor, 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 1968), p. 225. 
4Holmes, Clocks, p. 316. 
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male's ·subordination to the female and his dependence on her 
greater strength of heart and soul {BIM p. 220)." 
In Thurber's writing there is an outcry against this 
villainous woman. Woman, like machinery and bureaucracy, 
is a constant threat to man's sensitivity and individuality. 
She has adapted to the harsh outer world and is thus an 
agent in man's destruction. 
Women and automobiles are, in fact, sometimes 
partners in overwhelmi~g man. The master over the family 
car is the symbol of the upper hand in a marriage, and 
the woman usually has both.s In "Mr. Pendly and the 
Poindexter," Mrs. Pendly banters with a car salesman about 
grinding valves, relining brakes, and installing a new 
battery, while Mr. Pendly is intimidated by a tobacco-
chewing mechanic named Mac. The wife in "A Couple of 
Hamburgers" recognizes the sounds of car trouble while her 
husband does not. Tommy Trinway, of "Smashup," still car 
shy as a result of a 1909 buggy accident, surrenders the 
car to his wife. "She drove very fast herself, with keen 
concentration, quick reflexes, and evident enjoyment. 
Tommy would find himself studying her, when she was driving. 
There was an assured set to her mouth and a certain glint 
.in her eyes. It dismayed him slightly {MAM p. 196)." 
Mrs. Trinway, as are the other ladies, is in communion with 
the threatening, inhuman machine. 
5Holmes, Clocks, p. 173. 
The same is true when a woman confronts bureaucracy 
or the impersonal organization. It takes Thurber four 
months to arrange for a single bottle of liquor to get 
through customs. Mrs. Monroe, on the other hand, has'no 
such problem. She is the one who coolly smuggles through 
customs a dozen bottles of Benedictine while her husband, 
who has been nurturing his "Imperturbable spirit," goes 
to pieces. 
As machinery meets its antithesis in Thurber's 
eccentric characters, so do the masterful wives find theirs 
in the helpless husbands. These husbands are Thurber's 
invitation to retreat from harsh reality to the life of 
fantasy. Many Thurber husbands find a degree of solace 
in their imaginations and dreams, dreams that are often 
pathetic. Mr. Monroe reads books on morals and ethics 
and prides himself on the interesting ideas he ponders, 
ideas his wife might find hard to grasp. Mr. Pendly 
imagines he has outwitted the mechanic Mac by repairing 
a car no one else could. And, of course, the greatest 
of all dreamers, Walter Mitty, finds his victory by 
imagining himself the hero of impossible situations. 
The wife, then, is a representative of the reality 
principle, while the husband is a symbol of the fantasy 
principle. The woman ~s logical, practical, cold, and 
insensitive, well adapted to the demands of modern society. 
The man, in contrast, is the impractical poet, the sensitive 
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dreamer; so that the conflict between husband and wife is a 
microcosm of the larger battle between fantasy and reality. 
Take, for example, the fable "The Shrike and the 
Chipmunks." Here the male chipmunk is saved by his sloppy, 
unstructured life, for the Shrike can never get through the 
door barricaded by the piles of dirty shirts. It is only 
when the female returns and brings with her neatness and 
routine that Stoop, the shrike, gets the chipmunks. Woman, 
when she quashes spontaneity, kills man. 
Thus, Kenneth MacLean is wrong when he states that 
Thurber dislikes woman only when she acts like man.6 The 
issue is not one of roles, but of adaptation to society. 
Woman is tempermentally much better adjusted to her sur-
roundings than is man. 
Only men suffer in Thurber's world; women, 
because of their greater contact with experience, 
because of their intuition, serenely ride the 
crest of life. Men require conventions, abstrac-
tions, concepts which stand between them and 
experience, but his women need no filter or 
screen. Thurber women do not take showers to 
escape from compulsions and fixations.? 
Woman has allied herself with practical reality while man 
remains a dreamer. And because of this alliance, she is 
the killer of dreams, and hence, humanity. Consider this 
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poem by Clarence Day, a poem Thurber was often wont to quote: 
6Kenneth MacLean, "The Imagination of James Thurber," 
Canadian Forum, Vol. XXXIII (Dec., 1953), p. 193. 
?Richard c. Tobias, The Art of James Thurber. 
(Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1969), p. 31. 
Who drags the fiery artist down? 
What keeps the pioneer in town? 
Who hates to let the seaman roam? 
It is the wife, it is the home.8 
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A description of Thurber Man and Thurber Woman would 
be incomplete if unaccompanied by his drawings. The cover 
picture of The Middle-Aged Man on the Flying Trapeze cap-
sulizes the man-woman relationship in Thurber. Here a 
typical middle-aged man "complete with moustache and pince-
nez, [isl flying through the air, having just let go of his 
trapeze, his arms stretched out expectantly toward his lady 
partner, who is swinging up toward him, knees hooked securely 
to her trapeze bar, arms hanging down instead of stretching 
out toward the man, a smile of wicked intent on her face."9 
Here is the inadequate male face to face with the self-
confident female, and we cannot help but think that his 
doom is imminent. 
Woman physically overpowers man in Thurber's 
cartoons. She is most often large, middle-aged, shapeless, 
and dowdy, with unbecoming straight hair and perhaps an 
unfashionable helmet-hat. She is the aggressive woman who 
in a trophy room complete with a man's head advances to her 
gentleman caller saying, "Let me take your hat, Mr. Williams," 
with that wicked gleam in her eyes. She is the dark, over-
powering siren who, with legs boldly crossed, sits surrounded 
8Holmes, Clocks, p. 280. 
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"What Kind of a Woman Is It, I Ask You, That Goes Gallivating Around in a Foreign Automobile?" 
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by men. She is the symbol of "home," half woman, half house, 
staring disapprovingly at a small malew 
The Thurber man is usually smaller than the woman, 
he is a mild, droppy fellow, often with glasses and mdus~ache. 
He is generally the victim of the more powerful woman. Even 
as the angel of death in "Death Comes for the Dowager," he 
appears no more than a disgusting insect to the massive 
dowager. 
E. B. White was the first to recognize how the 
battle of the sexes theme is coupled with man's desire to 
escape in Thurber's drawings. In a postscript to their 
book, Is Sex Necessary?, White notes that Thurber men, "are 
frustrated, fugitive beings; at times they seem vaguely 
striving to get out of something without being seen (a room, 
. 
a situation, a state of mind) (p. 196)." Women, on the 
other hand, "are [ tempermentally] much better adjusted to 
their surroundings ••• and mentally they are much less capable 
of making themselves uncomfortable (p. 196)." 
The series of drawings "The War Between Men and 
Women" is an overt representation of Thurber's great subject. 
Each side has its headquarters where strategy is worked out. 
There are scenes of combat in such drawings as "'r.he Fight in 
the Grocery· Store," along with a "Gettysburg," "Retr.eat," 
and "Surrender," where .surprisingly it is the woman who hands 
to the man the token of surrender, a baseball bat. 
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Death come .. ... for the dowager. 
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IV. Men's G.H.Q. 
V. Women's G.l-1.Q. 
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But by far the most full expression in picture of 
Thurber's view of the relation between the sexes is his 
parable "The Race of Life." In this quest-journey, a man, 
woman, and child meet and overcome obstacles to reach the 
distant goal. From the beginning it is the woman that 
leads and encourages the lethargic man. Thurber's parable 
demonstrates that "the real problem for man is not the 
dangers along the way ..• but woman herself. Her perfect 
competence and superiority have robbed him of his former 
role as leader and protector, and now he can only see him-
self as ineffectual, pathetic, and ridiculous."10 
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The drawings, then, are indispensable in a discussion 
of Thurber's men and women. As in the stories, men are 
pictured as the victim of overpowering women. They are, 
as White observed, trying to escape from their strangling 
encounters with women. And while few are as lucky as the 
man in the cartoon who is reclining on the top of the tree 
unseen by his screaming wife below, a few in the stories 
manage to escape. 
There is a variety of ways men may escape women. 
Some may simply physically leave their domestic snare. In 
Is Sex Necessary?, a parody of Victorian sentimentalization 
of woman as well as of popular psychology, just such. an 
escape is suggested. "Claustrophobia" describes the sorry 
case of a man who was "boxed in" by his wife's demands, and 
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so loses his reason. Marriage is seen as a trap which man 
must escape. "He will strive to get out of the house and 
his wife should let him go (ISN p. 141)." 
A few men in Thurber·are lucky enough to escape. 
woman by outwitting her. Mr. Martin of "The Catbird Seat" 
is just such a man. His job threatened by the super-
organizer Ugline Barrows, Martin forms an ingenious plan 
by which Mrs. Barrows herself is fired. The poetic soul 
who discovers a unicorn in his garden escapes his too 
realistic wife in a similar manner. By using her own words 
"a unicorn is a mythological beast," the man convinces the 
psychiatrist that it is the wife who is in need of the 
bocbjt hatch. "Here, the battle of the sexes is presented 
as a part of the larger conflict between fantasy and 
reality, and--significantly--the fantasy principle (male, 
loving, peaceable) triumphs over the reality principle 
(female, cold, hostile)."
11 
But while some may make good their escape by their 
feet or their wits, most of Thurber's men retreat to a 
private world within their minds. Mr. Monroe, the hero of 
a series of stories in The Owl in the Attic, has adjusted 
to his superior wife by his imagination. After a harrowing 
day through customs in which his wife calmly emerges the 
victor, he is soothed by imagining himself a highly intel-
llcharles s. Holmes, "James Thurber and the Art of 
Fantasy,n The Yale Review, Vol. LV (Autumn, 1965), p. 19. 
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lectual philosopher. He reads to his wife "in deep, impres-
sive voice, and slowly, for there was a lot his wife wouldn't 
grasp at once (OIA p. 20) ." Although his wife can handle a 
bat, an animal that terrifies Mr. Monroe, he whacks insects 
off the wall because "it gave him a feeling of power, and 
enhanced the sweetness of his little wife's dependence on 
him (OIA p. 21) ." Although the moving men discover quickly 
that Mr. Monroe cannot make decisions, he imagines himself 
swaggering around, giving orders. "He loved himself in that 
role, and was often in it, in his daydreams (OIA p. 38)." 
He even imagines himself to be involved in a dark, sultry 
affair, though he lacks the nerve to call the woman. 
Mr. Monroe, pathetic as he may be, is a.ble to cope with the 
trap of his marriage to an unnervingly adept wife by a 
creation of a world in which he is the boss. Although his 
dreams may be pitifully unrealistic, in them at least he 
is a worthwhile person. 
Mr •. Bidwell, in "The Private Life of Mr. Bidwell," 
manages both to escape his discomfort at parties and to 
enrage his wife by holding his breath. When his wife can 
no longer endure him sitting in a corner, slightly empurpled, 
with his ~yes popping out, she divorces him. Mr. BidwelL ~ 
lives alone and at peace at last. "The last time that any 
of them did see him, he.was walking along a country road 
with the halting, uncertain gait of a blind man: he was 
trying to see how many steps he could take without opening 
his eyes (MAM p. 7 4) • " 
The greatest of all escape artists is, of course, 
Walter Mitty. Here, as in "The Unicorn in the Garden" and 
the other Thurber stories, the husband-wife conflict sym-
bolizes the conflict between the life of fantasy and the 
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life of reality. "Walter Mitty" is the "supreme distillation 
of Thurber people and Thurber themes. 11 1 2 
Walter Mitty, the emasculated, daydreaming man is 
driving his virago of a wife to Waterbury, where she has 
an appointment w.i th her hairdresser. He is submersed in 
" Hollywood-inspired heroic reveries, imagining himself to 
be conunanding an eight engine Navy hydroplane through the 
worst storm in twenty years, only to be jarred to reality 
by his wife's braying, "Not so fast! You're driving too 
fast! ••• You were up to fifty-five (MWWTI p. 73) ." 
His amazing feats mount when he, as a world famous 
surgeon, performs a miraculous operation under forbidding 
conditions; when, as the injured marksman, he astonishes 
the courtroom as he replies, "With any known make of gun, 
I could have killed Gregory Fitzhurst at three hundred feet 
with my left hand (p. 77);" when, as an army captain, he 
thinks nothing of going "forty kilometers through hell" 
with only his Webley-Vickers automatic; and, at last when 
the would-be conradian figure disdains the firing squad 
handkerchief, "undefeat:ed, inscrutable to the last." 
12Burton Bernstein, Thurber. (New York: Dodd, 
Mead & Co., 1975), p. 310. 
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These fantasies are, of course, Mitty's means of 
escape from insolent parking attendants and his overbearing 
wife. The tragedy with Mitty is that his dreams, the source 
of his strength, are inadequate. They are ridden "by the 
cliches of pulp romances and grade C movies. 111 3 And like 
all the others who escape by the imagination, his victory 
is a private one, one that he alone recognizes. 
Escape is not always a wholesome necessity in 
Thurber. Often women push their husbands beyond the brink 
of sanity and, in his later works, of life itself. The 
unfortunate case history of the man in Is Sex Necessary?, 
driven mad by his wife's penchant for rearranging furniture, 
i.s an early example. In "The Curb in the Sky," Charlie 
Deshler, upset by years of his wife's interrupting his 
stories, at last loses his mind. But even in the asylum, 
Deshler has not found peace, for his visiting wife eagerly 
sits by his side, correcting now his mad dreams. 
Woman, then, presents an even greater threat to 
man's individuality than any mechanical contrivance. 
Because she is a person, not an impersonal force, her very 
kinship with the unkind, her alliance with reality, makes 
her all the more fearful. Because the male is more 
intimately involved with the female, her threat to his 
13Robert H. Elias, "James Thurber: the Primitive, 
the Innocent, and the Individual," Thurber: A Collection 
of Critical Essays, C. S. Holmes, ed. (Englewood Cliffs: 
Prentice-Hall, 1974), p. 97. 
uniqueness is potentially more treacherous than machines or 
even popular psychology. Man therefore, says Thurber, must 
flee from her dangerous embrace and find refuge in another 
world. His dreams may be, like Walter Mitty's, in real~ty 
pathetic, but it is only in that "somewhere else" that he 




ESCAPE FROM GLOOM 
Thurber's works take on a decidedly darker hue 
after 1940. The jumpy world situation, Thurber's own blind-
ness and resultant nervous breakdown transform him from the 
celebrator of spontaneity and eccentricity to a conservative 
doomsayer. In a letter to E. B. White dated September 30, 
1944, Thurber reflects his uneasiness about the war, even 
though he meant to be cheery. With almost prophetic com-
ments on advanced weaponry he writes, 
The only thing to worry about is the Mok-Mok--
a weapon which will be invented for the next war. 
Four Mok-Moks will destroy the U.S. Look out for 
KM 10 and the horrible ZU 58. 
To be bumped off in Maine by something that 
lands in Michigan is not pleasant.l 
Perhaps even more troubling than the war to Thurber 
was his own eyesight. Blinded in his left eye as a child, 
Thurber miraculously kept his vision in the right eye, 
despite the apparent sympathetic destruction of the seeing 
apparatus in this remaining eye. After 1935 Thurber had 
periodic bouts qf blindness, and in the spring of 1940, he 
at last submitted to the first of five eye surgeries he 
would undergo in the following twelve months. But the 
struggle for sight was a losing battle, for after his final 
!Burton Bernstein, Thurber. (New York: Dodd, 
Mead & co., 1975), p. 364. 
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operation, Thurber was indeed legally blind. The strain 
and disappointment was too much for Thurber to take, and 
he plummeted into what he called his "tailspin," an emo-
tional breakdown from which it would take him two years.to 
recover. 2 
As a result of these various problems, Thurber's 
work began to change. In his early career 
••• he searched out and celebrated disorder, il-
logic, and confusion, feeling that these qualities 
were desirable counterbalances in a society over-
committed to logic and organization. Later, as 
history changed the world he knew, and as illogic 
and disorder on an international scale threatened to 
engulf mankind, he began to champion those things 
which hold a society together, and his fantasies and 
his brilliant images of disorder became warninjs and 
distress signals rather than signs of revelry. 
Some have suggested that during this later part of 
his career, Thurber became a disciple of the absurdists. 
Certainly he shares with them an apocalyptic vision, a 
fascination with the breakdown of communication, and a 
sense of some great cosmic sickness. But, says Holmes, 
Thurber's dark fantasies and melancholic strain are bal-
anced by a basic sanity and a positive relish of the whole 
human scene, something that absurdists often lack. 4 While 
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we may doubt that Thurber in his later works enjoys humanity 
as much as Holmes suggests, there is no doubt that however 
2Berns~ein, p .. 330. 
3Charles S. Holmes, "James Thurber and the Art of 
Fantasy," The Yale Review, Vol. LV {Autumn, 1965), p. 33. 
4Holmes, p. 33. 
close Thurber may move to the brink of absurdity, even of 
nihilism, he never quite makes the plunge. Thurber's works 
escape total absurdity because they are funny and thus are 
the results of an affirmative act.s 
Escape in this period is not the wholesome recrea-
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tion that it was in earlier pieces, but often has terrifying 
consequences. While we can sympathize with the grand 
illusions of the inadequate Mr. Monroe or Walter Mitty, 
seeing that some escape is necessary in a cruel world, we 
are horrified at the excesses of Mr. Andrews and Mr. Kinstry. 
Their escape is pathological, no longer a sweet necessity. 
These pieces are also not as funny as the earlier tales of 
escape--they are frightening. They no longer reveal the 
larger, humane values of the early Thurber, but instead 
concentrate on isolated abnormalities. 
But during this period, the unhappy Thurber largely 
leaves the writing of these alarming tales, finding refuge 
in the past by writing The Thurber Album (1952) and The 
Years With Ross (1959), books that attempt to examine stabler, 
saner worlds, and by writing the five fairy tales, tales of 
imaginary lands where the sensitive survive and the cruel 
die. 
There can be no doubt that in this post-war era 
many of Thurber's attitudes changed. There is, for example, 
5Richard Boyd Hauck, A Cheerful Nihilism. (Blooming-
ton: Indiana University Press, 1971), p. 237. 
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a decidedly misanthropic strain in the later works. The 
second book of fables, Further· FabTe·s ·f·or Our Time (1956), 
offers convenient comparison with the happier Fables for our 
Time {1943). Compare the playful tale of "The Unicorn in 
the Garden" or the wryly updated version of Little Red 
Ridinghood with the savageness of "The Truth about Toads." 
Here a toad, bragging to the other members of the Fauna 
Club, claims to have a priceless gem in his head {"a toad-
paz," teases the.bartender). His mint frappes drugged, the 
toad falls asleep, and the woodpecker cracks open his skull, 
only to discover no jewel. The moral: "Open most heads 
and you will find nothing shining, not even a mind (p. 8)." 
"The Huma.n Being and the Dinosaur" expresses a similar con-
tempt when the dinosaur says to the haughty human, "There 
are worse things than being extinct, and one of them is 
being you {p. 68) • " 
This misanthropy is ironically accompanied by an 
apparent change in Thurber's traditional attitude toward 
women, a result of his changed view of reality. Women are 
no longer the threat they once were to men. Man is his own 
worst enemy. Thurber suggests to a friend that the figure 
of speech "that would be sending the goat to look after the 
·cabbage" shoul~ be changed to sending "the human being to 
save humanity {CC p. 84")." When he talks kindly of woman, 
then, the intent is not one of praise for her, but of dis-
gust for man. Man, he says in essence, has done such a 
lousy job with the world that it may as well be given over 
to the woman. 
Woman's innate superiority to man is discussed in 
the fable "The Sea and the Shore," Thurber's version of the 
evolutionary origin of life. It is the female who first 
leaves the sea, dimly foreseeing "those things that would 
one day become rose-point lace and taffeta, sweet perfumes, 
and jewelry · (FFFOT p. .2) • " The male leaves the sea eons 
later, only after nature has given the woman an attractive 
figure. The moral: "Let us ponder this basic fact about 
the hlli~an: Ahead of every man, not behind him, is a woman 
( 3) • n p .. 
Peter De Vries notes, too, that in Thurber "the 
male is on the wane, corroded by introspection, deflated 
by all his inefficient efficiency." 6 Woman's survival is 
proof that harsh reality must at last overtake the world. 
Thurber's concession to woman, then, does not indicate a 
softening towards woman, but a hardening towards man. 
Thurber's change in attitude is, in effect, a statement of 
his misanthropy. 
Neither women nor men but only dogs have mastered 
·the art of existence. Thurber in "A Preface to Dogs" 
examines the easy-going life of a f arnily of dogs and con-
6peter De Vries, "James Thurber: The Cornie 
Prufrock, 11 · Poetry, Vol. LXIII {Dec., 1943) , p. 151. 
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eludes "that dogs have a saner family life than people (TD 
p. 28)." 
Often the naturalness and the dignity of the dog is 
compared with the grotesquery of man. Dog, with a larger 
wisdom, cannot understand man. The dog "has seen men raise 
up great cities to heaven and then blow them to hell (TD 
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p. 10}. " The dog, of course, does not share man's enthusiasm 
for buildings, she cannot feel at ease in a world of mechan-
ical contrivances. "She refused, with all courtesy, to 
accept the silly notion that it is better to bear puppies in 
a place made of machined wood and clean blue cloth than in 
the dark and warm dirt beneath the oak flooring of the barn 
. (TD p. 2 2 2) • " 
While man has instructed the dog in pride, envy, and 
sloth, while he has made some of them neurotic, and has even 
taught them to drink, the dog has never been the corruptor 
of man, or of anything. Unlike man, the dog is not ambitious. 
"She would have traded all her medals for a dish of asparagus 
(TD p. 223) ." So superior do dogs appear in comparison with 
humans that Thurber remarks, 
••• if poodles, who walk so easily upon tbeir hind 
legs, ever do learn the little tricks of speech 
and reason, I should not be surprised if they 
make a better job of it than Man, who would seem 
to be surely but not slowly slipping back to all 
fours (TD p. 223). 
Thurber's fairly specific attacks of an earlier age, 
attacks centering around women and machinery, are replaced 
by general assaults on humanity and on the unparticularized 
subject of the world's madness. "I think there's been a 
fallout of powdered fruitcake--everyone's going nuts."7 
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What we notice, then, is a retreat from humor, 
bitterness replaces much of Thurber's earlier playfulness 
and joy.
8 
Even the meaning of the word "funny" has changed. 
As Thurber notes, 
It now means ominous, as when one speaks of 
a funny sound in the motor; disturbing, as when 
one says that a friend is acting funny; and 
frightening, as when a wife tells the police 
that it is funny, but her husband hasn't been 
home for two days and nights ·ccc p. 82). 
As might be imagined, escape in this era takes on 
a different, more serious aspect. In his short stories the 
imaginative retreat so often urged by Thurber in an earlier 
era often results in madness or even death. Early pieces 
such as "The Curb in the Sky," a story where man's retreat 
results in madness, or "The Remarkable Case of Mr. Bruhl," 
a story where man's imagination leads to his death, fore-
shadow Thurber's later tales of despair. 
My World--And Welcome To It {1942), a collection 
containing both pre- and post-war pieces, and thus a transi-
tion work, contains the best two examples of the fatal 
consequences of escape, "A Friend to Alexander" and "The 
Whip-poor-will," two of the only three pieces written in 
Humor. 
p. 287. 
?Quoted in Jesse Bier, The Rise and Fall in American 
{New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1968), 
8 rbid. I p. 217. 
the two year period of Thurber's recovery from his nervous 
breakdown. In "The Whip-poor-will," Mr. Kinstry is driven 
mad by the constant 11 whipping 11 outside his bedroom window 
of the bird, a traditional omen of death. The calling of 
the bird induces in Kinstry's mind such nightmares as his 
wife crying to him in a hospital, "Whip him now, whip him 
now!" At other times the cry alternates between Macbeth's 
"fatal bell" and Poe's "nevermore. 11 Driven to distraction, 
Kinstry kills himself and his unsympathetic wife. What 
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was a source of delight in "The Black Magic of Barney 
Haller," the misapprehension of words, is now uncontrollably 
terrifying. 
In "A Friend to Alexander," imagination proves also 
fatal. Henry Andrews has recently taken to dreaming about 
Aaron Burr. Andrews tires of Burr's bragging and of his 
bullying Alexander Hamilton, and when Burr at last kills 
Hamilton, Andrews prepares for his imaginary revenge. 
After weeks of incessant target practice, Andrews kisses 
his wife goodnight in a strange way, and in the morning he 
is dead. His heart "just stopped as if he had been shot 
(MWWTI p. 153) • " 
There is a difference between these escaping men 
and their ancestors Monroe and Mitty that is not merely 
measured in terms of the death of the protagonist. Death 
of course is an important difference, it is an indication 
of Thurber's post-operative "despairing madness" and sub-
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sequent preoccupation with death. Indeed after these stories 
were published, "alarmed friends wrote Helen [Thurber's wife] 
and asked, only half jokingly, 'Are you all right?'"9 
But violent death in these stories is only a symptom 
of a more fundamental change in Thurber's perspective, his 
switch from optimist to pessimist. The escapes of Mr. Monroe 
are optimistic because Mr. Monroe is a good man threatened 
by external dehumanizing forces such as customs clerks, bats, 
and water faucets. In_ contrast, Kinstry and Andrews cannot 
escape except by death, for they are haunted by internal 
forces, their own uncontrollable imaginations. The battle 
is no longer waged without; the enemy is within one's mind. 
During this post-'."1ar era.; many of Thurber's works 
do not deal with the depressing modern world, but with the 
past, as in A Thurber Album and The Years With Ross, or in 
imaginary fairy lands. That is to say that much of the 
writing of the later Thurber is a more extreme form of 
escape than in the earlier works, escape from the terrible 
present world to pleasanter realms. Unlike escape in the 
earlier pieces which makes reality at least tolerable, 
escape in these later works makes reality all the more 
unbearable. The creation of these ideal worlds offers no 
solutions, but is instead a frenzied flight from this world. 
Thurber himself. admits that his nostalgic memoirs 
of Album "was kind of an escape--going back to the Middle 
9eernstein, p. 337. 
West of the last century and the beginning ••. I wanted to 
write the story of some solid American characters, more or 
less as an example of how Americans started out and what 
they should go back to--sanity and soundness and away from 
this jumpiness. 1110 The Album was an exercise in unreality, 
as Thurber acknowledged. "It's hard to write humor in the 
mental weather we've had, and that's likely to take you 
into reminisence." 11 The characters are idealized, almost 
mythical figures who reside only in a frankly deliberate, 
nostalgic book. 
It is interesting to note that two women easily 
dominate this mostly masculine book: Thurber's mother 
and Aunt Margery Albright. "Lavender with a Difference" 
recounts the zany antics of Thurber's joke-loving mother. 
In one of them Mary Thurber disguises herself as a rich 
eccentric who offers an outlandish price for a friend's 
house. In another instance she feigns a miraculous healing 
at a religious revival shouting fervid "hallelujahs!" 
Aunt Margery, not really an aunt, was Thurber's 
caretaker when the burdens of child-rearing proved too 
much for Thurber's high-strung mother. In Thurber's sketch 
of Aunt Margery, "Daguerreotype of a Lady," she achieves 
almost mythic proportions. She was, Thurber writes, "fit, 
10George Plimpton and Max Steele, "The Art of 




it seemed to me, to be the mother of King Arthur (TA p. 88)." 
What Thurber admires most about her is her self-discipline 
and patience regarding her crippled leg, a discipline that 
enabled her to remain active all of her 88 years. Her col-
lection of medicinal roots and herbs, and her resistance 
to modern medicine, though quaint to us, are her ways of 
converting experience into understanding. Both of these 
women, Marne and Margery, have a vitality, a zest for life 
that has not survived their grandchildren's generation. 
As the chronology of the book draws nearer to the 
present, the characters get weaker. Of the last six 
characters in the album, few live to-be sixty, a sharp 
contrast to the many octogenarians of the earlier chapters. 
Those later characters who live beyond 60 generally spend 
their declining lives in fruitless acti_vities, ground down 
by society. Newspaperman Bob Ryder retires meekly at 55 
for health reasons. Compare his attitude ("I'd much rather 
live this way than not live at all" [TA p. 84] ) with Aunt 
Margery's reaction to a similar prognosis about her 
daughter, Belle. 
When Mrs. Albright heard the news, she pushed 
herself out of her rocking chair and stormed about 
the room, damning the doctors with such violence 
that her right knee turned in on her like a flamingo's 
and she had to be helped back to her chair. Belle 
recovered from whatever it was that was wrong, and 
when she died, also. at the age of eighty-eight [like 
her mother], she had outlived by more than fifteen 
years the last of the two doctors who had condemned 
her to death (TA p. 98). 
- The book, then, indicates that the real American heroes are 
in the past, while the present only offers relatively 
ineffectual men. The further into the past Thurber escapes 
in this book, the more ideal the characters become. "The 
book ends in the wasteland where the books for children 
begin. It starts in sanity and soundness and ends in 
jumpiness; it juxtaposes the solid past against lesser men 
of the near past to dramatize a loss of vitality in the 
American Character. 1112 
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The second book in which Thurber escapes to a better 
past is The Years With Ross, the hero of which is the larger-
than-life founder and editor of the New Yorker, Harold Ross. 
Following Ross's death in 1951, Thurber's relations with the 
~ew Yorke~ had cooled. His stories were rejected increasing-
ly by the magazine he helped make a success, and Thurber, 
who never took rejection gracefully, lashed out with paranoid 
fervor in his last years at the new administration. 
After one such rejection, Thurber wrote to the 
magazine, "I am afraid you are all now compulsive collabora-
tors and that only psychiatry could cure it." 13 And in 
another, "My old relationship [ with the magazine] really 
died with Ross and Lobrano[ the New Yorker fiction editor] , 
14 
with whom I worked perfectly, as you must know." The 
12Rich~rd c. Tobias, The Art of James Thurber. 
(Athens, Ohio: Ohio Uriiversily Press, 1969), p. 140. 
13Bernstein,·p. 484. 
14~., p. 485. 
Years With Ross, then, is a fond reminiscence of Thurber's 
old relationship, when he was the magazine's star pupil, 
when he was, as he felt (rather uncharitably) really appre-
ciated. 
The hero of the book (aside from Thurber himself, 
for indeed the book threatens at times to be The Years With 
Thurber) is Harold Ross, who, like Album's Aunt Margery, is 
an unsophisticated Westerner who from outward appearances 
has little to offer. He is a profane, largely uneducated 
man (the classic Ross query: "Was Moby Dick the man or 
the whale?"), the unlikeliest of persons to edit the 
sophisticated weekly that "will not be for the old lady 
from Dubuque." 
Like so many of Thurber's heroes, Ross was at a 
loss with anything more mechanical than paper clips. "Ross 
approached all things mechanical, to reach for a simile, 
like Henry James approaching Brigitte Bardot (~WR p. 199)." 
And like any good Thurber hero, Ross had no luck with cars. 
It was E. B. White who tried to teach him how to drive. 
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Ross with his natural buoyancy enjoyed experimenting with 
all the steering possibilities of the car. "This of course," 
writes White, "put us all over the road •••• In those days I 
was used to living dangerously and didn't usually give it 
a second thought, but there were moments during my ride 
with Ross when I wondered what I was doing in a fix like 
that •.•. If anybody needed God for his co-pilot, Ross did 
(YWR pp. 201' 2 0 2} . II 
Ross, like Thurber's ancestors and the heroes from 
earlier stories, is the picture of "unregenerate individ-
ualism which has almost disappeared from the modern 
scene. 1115 Thurber's book on Ross is, like his Album, a 
retreat to the past when Thurber was more loved, and when 
eccentrics defied the crushing twentieth century machinery. 
Alongside of Thurber's escape into the past comes 
his escape to the never-never land of the fairy tales. 
"His burst of work on the fairy tale was a kind of escape 
therapy for him. 1116 As with medieval romances, the five 
fairy tales of Thurber's are written in troubled times. 
"The Romance is, in fact, a kind of narrative that men 
write when they are overwhelmed by a world of brute force. 
In Malory's time it was gunpowder: in Thurber's, nuclear 
f . . ,,17 1ss1on. Like the Album and Ross, these books search 
for a meaning that modern life so sadly lacks. As Thurber 
said in the foreword to The Thirteen Clocks, "unless modern 
Man wanders down these byways occasionally, I do not see 
how he can hope to preserve his sanity." Where Album and 
Ross found meaning in pioneer individualists, the fairy 
15charles s. Holmes, The Clocks of Columbus. (New 
York: Atheneum, 1972}, p. 320. 
16Bernstein, p. 340. 
17Tobias, p. 121. 
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tales discover the man of imagination and love. The fairy 
tales, the acme of wish-fulfillment18 , "celebrate the.pursuit 
of the ideal, the superiority of th_e artistic imagination 
over the practical intellect, and the redeeming power.of 
19 
love." What Thurber did not find in reality, that love 
and imagination could transform brutish man, he created in 
the fairy tales. 
Each tale opens with a bleak landscape. "Each Eden 
has a blight. 1120 In Many Moons (1943), the princess is sick 
and will die unless her father can get her the moon. In 
The Great Quillow (1944), a giant threatens the town. King 
Clode and his sons in The White Deer (1945) are disconsolate 
at having destroyed, for the third time, all of the game in 
the kingdom. Coldness menaces the world of The Thirteen 
Clocks (1950), while pirates plunder the town in The 
Wonderful O (1957). 
The saviours of each of these tales are the artists 
and poets, men who are generally ignored or scoffed at by 
the populace. In Many Moons, it is the court jester, not 
the many court wizards, who discovers the cure for the 
ailing princess. In The Great Quillow, it is the town 
toymaker who outsmarts the threatening giant. While part 
of the comic effect comes from the incongruity of what we 
18Beir, p. 224. 
19Holmes, Clocks. p. 232. 
20Tobias, p. 123. 
expect heroes to be, the underdog as hero is an essential 
part of Thurber's larger statement. Quillow could not have 
saved the town had he not been a toymaker, for part of his 
strategy employs his blue toy soldiers. 
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Imagination is the key to success in the fairy 
tales. For example, the invisible Golux in The Thirteen 
Clocks is the embodiment of imagination on whom the prince's 
success is dependent. Says the Golux, "I can do a score of 
things that can't be done •.. I can find a thing I cannot see 
and see a thing I cannot find •.. I can feel a thing I cannot 
touch and touch a thing I cannot feel (T Cl p. 65)." 
The White Deer, generally considered Thurber's best 
fairy tale, makes the point, like the other tales, that the 
hero is the man of imagination. Prince Jorn, the artistic 
son of the Ross-inspired King Clode, "easily identifiable 
as Thurber as seen by Thurber, 1121 wins the hand of the 
deer-princess, defeating his two athletic, insensitive 
brothers, who are really more interested in shooting game 
than in winning hands of princesses. Jorn wins the princess 
by completing a series. of tasks, including the conquering of 
the Mok-Mok--whose invention as a hideous weapon Thurber is 
mentioned in a letter to White. Although not entirely auto-
biographical, The White Deer is in part about the story of 
Thurber, who feels, like Prince Jorn, he has been under-
rated. 
21Bernstein, p. 373. 
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The wood wizards--allies of the hero Prince Jorn in 
The White Deer--because their creative imaginations have not 
been stifled by systems, are superior to the king's palace 
wizard. Mourns the king, an 
••• average woods wizard knows more in one day than 
this buffoon learns in ten years, spite of the 
fact he attended one of the most expensive schools 
for sorcerers in the world. Bah! Can't teach a 
man to ride a horse or cast a spell. Comes naturally 
or it doesn't come at all (WD p. 32). 
The fairy tales celebrate what the earlier stories 
do--the triumph of imagination. But the optimism is bound 
to the tale, never tresspassing into the realms of reality. 
What Thurber does in all of these post-war stories 
is to reject the present and escape to the stabler worlds 
of the past and of make-believe where the sensitive succeed 
and the imaginative save. There are no more real people 
like Mr. Monroe or Walter Mitty to emulate, for they in the 
persons of Kinstry and Andrews have all gone mad or have 
killed themselves. Our models are-no longer fallible, but 
are almost mythic ancestors, or princes in magic forests. 
While in the fairy tales there may be hope in the redeeming 
power of the imagination, outside of them hope pales, for 
man seems bent on annihilation. 
Perhaps the essence of this period in Thurber is 
expressed in the brief "Interview with a Lemming." A 
scientist, speaking to the lemming, remarks that after all 
his study he has never understood why the lemmings rush to 
their death. The lemming replies, after listing several of 
man's innumerable vices, "The one thing I don't understand 
is why you human beings don't (MWWTI p. 84)." Thurber, in 
this darkening era, has sent his characters, lemming-like, 
to their deaths, and all that remains are husks of the past 
and of other worlds. 
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As might be expected, the demise of realistic models 
in this era is accompanied by a decline in the quality of 
Thurber's work. Although Thurber's past is often engagingly 
recounted, the idealized pioneers of his past are at last 
chilling images of unreality. And the fairy tales, though 
they contain that marvelous mixture of the real with the 
unreal, are as Edmund Wilson notes, "not always skillfully 
managed, 1122 at last becoming the field for Thurber's 
personal battles. 
2 2Quoted in Bernstein, p. 374. 
Chapter V 
.THE FINAL WITHDRAWAL 
The end of Thurber's career witnesses perhaps the 
most complete manifestation of his escapism in his final 
work, Lanterns and Lances (1961), and in occasional pieces 
in the posthumous Credos and Curios (1962). Generally 
considered his poorest work, Lanterns and Lances is a 
reflection of this dark period in Thurber's life. He was 
ill, incontinent, usually drunk, and suffering from periodic 
bouts of abusive irrationality (symptoms of the massive 
brain tumor that killed him late in 1961). The book 
"reflected his mental state and his inability to write pure 
humor any more. 111 Thurber seems to realize this when he 
writes in the Foreword, 
Every time is a time for comedy in a world 
of tension that would languish without it. But 
I cannot confine myself to lightness in a period 
of human life that demands light ...• Some [pieces] 
were written in anger, which has become one of 
the necessary virtues, and, if .there is a touch 
of the "lugubrious" in certain pieces, the 
perceptive reader will also detect, I like to 
think, a basic and indestructible thread of 
hope (LL p. xiv). 
"The trouble was," writes Bernstein, "what Thurber 
thought were lantern beams and lance lunges was really just 
more of the same tedious carping about the decline of 
1Burton Bernstein, Thurber. 
& Co., 1975), p. 482. 
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(New York: Dodd, Mead 
.language and humor in America." 2 What little humor Thurber 
writes during this period has become dependent on words in 
themselves, things that always fascinated Thurber, and now 
had become an obsession with him. This last phase of 
Thurber's writing is identified by Thurber's withdrawal 
from character and situation as subjects for comedy, by 
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his escape to word-carping and word-play, and, consequently, 
by a marked loss in his writing effectiveness. 
This preoccupation with words could no doubt be 
explained as nothing more than a blind man's hobby, an aural 
compensation for the loss of sight. "As Thurber adjusted 
to his blindness, he came to live in a world where words 
were the primary reality. 113 But while his blindness might 
partly explain his obsession, Thurber's change in world 
view gives the more satisfactory account. His despair of 
man, the world situation, and his own personal disappointments 
leads him to escape the world's madness by withdrawing into 
a world of words. 
Thurber was always an extremely literate writer, a 
ceaseless reviser with a passion for le mot juste. Even in 
the early "A Ladies' and Gentlemen's Guide to Modern English 
Usage," he makes comedy out of grammatical confusions. His 
word comedy in this work is, unlike his later word pieces, 
' 
2Bernstein, p. 483. 
3charles s. Holmes, The Clocks of Columbus. (New 
York: Atheneum, 1972), p. 237. 
balanced by an unaffected style and "common-sensical tact." 
In his later pieces "that implicit hopefulness disappears 
and, with it, his capacity for situational and sustained 
humor along with the verbal confusion."4 
As a writer, Thurber valued language as a necessary 
principle of order, something he makes clear in Lanterns 
and Lances. He regarded the deterioration of language in 
the modern world as a symbol of a deeper moral confusion. 
In "The Spreading 'You Know,'" Thurber mourns over the 
tendency of Americans to pepper their conversation with 
"you know" and other unnerving, meaningless phrases. In 
"Friends, Romans, Countrymen, Lend Me Your Ear Muffs," 
Thurber again, as Mr. Ego, bewails the unfortunate state 
of language in America. This time he winces at mispro-
nunciations of words, "crippled or wingless words that 
escape, all distorted, .the careless human lips of our 
jittery time (LL p. 40) ." 
He.considers popular songs and advertising as the 
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chief culprits of the disintegration of meaning. A cigarette 
now "travels and gentles the smoke," a newspaper reads 
itself; that is, "reads faster and livelier," and cars 
"handle" themselves easily. He has nightmares of a woman 
saying "we can sleep twenty people in this house in a pinch, 
but we can only eat twelve (LL p. 47)." Says Thurber, "This 
4Jesse Bier, The Rise and Fall in American Humor. 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 1968), p. 289. 
kind of reversal, or inversion, this careless and reckless 
transition between the transitive and the intransitive, is 
a threat to meaning and clarity that can't be lightly dis-
missed (LL p. 43)." Language is something to be handied 
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carefully, for when communication crumbles, so does humanity. 
Thurber recognized in language the possibilities for 
muddle, chaos, and confusion. "Ours is a precarious lan-
guage, as every writer knows, in which the merest shadow line 
often separates affirmation from negation, sense from non-
sense, and one sex from the other (LL p. 62)." Distraught 
at a linotyper who introduced a bear into one of Thurber's 
stories instead of a bead, Thurber in "Such A Phrase as 
Drifts Through Dreams" ponders over the importance of a 
single letter in such phrases as "a stitch in time saves 
none," "Don, give up the ship," and "there's no business 
like shoe business (LL p. 63)." 
In this world of verbal confusion, "The Weaver and 
the Worm" is Thurber's statement .of the "like.lihood that 
people will misunderstand more often than they will under-
stand." 5 An admiring weaver asks the spinning silk worm, 
"Where do you get that stuff?" The silkworm replies 
eagerly, "Do you want to make something out of it?" The 
weaver and the worm separate, each believing himself to 
have been insulted. "We live, man and worm, in a time when 
Scharles s. Holmes, "James Thurber and the Art of 
Fantasy," The Yale Review, Vol. LV (Autumn, 1965), p. 23. 
almost everything can mean almost anything, for this is the 
age of gobbledygook, doubletalk, and gudda (FFFOT p. 129}." 
The fable ends with the moral "A word to the wise is not 
sufficient if it doesn't make any sense (p. 129} ." 
Although Thurber was always fascinated with the 
capabilities for sense and nonsense in language, we begin 
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to see the itensification of his concern in the fairy tales. 
In The White Deer, Thurber begins to indulge his taste for 
half-hidden verbal jo~es. Spelling names backward is a 
favorite in this tale. The way to the dangerous Dragon of 
Dragore is "down and down, round and round, through the 
Moaning Grove of Artanis." Prince Gallow is comforted, 
"Fear not the roaring of the dreadful Tarcomed, nor yet 
the wuffing-puffing of the surly Nacilbuper, but ride 
straight on (WD pp. 68, 69)." 
The assonance and alliteration in the fairy tales 
is another manifestation of Thurber's growing preoccupation 
with language. Notice how the sounds of the words in this 
passage help create the maze in which the Golux and the 
,Prince find themselves in The Thirteen Clocks: 
The brambles and the thorns grew thick and 
thicker in a ticking thicket of bickering 
crickets. Farther along and stronger, bonged 
the gongs of a throng of frogs, green and vivid 
on their lily pads. From the sky came the 
crying of flies, and the pilgrims leaped over a 
bleating sheep creeping knee-deep in a sleepy 
stream, in which swift and slipping snakes slid 
and slithered silkily, whispering sinful secrets 
(T Cl p. 71} • 
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Altho~gh The Wonderfui O is a thinly veiled damning 
of McCarthyism and censorship, the word play in the tale 
overwhelms the political statement. The tale revolved 
around a notorious pirate who comes to a village and bans 
the letter O from the language. 
"When coat is cat, and boat is bat, and 
goathered looks like gathered, and booth is 
both, since both are bth, the reader's eye 
is bothered." 
And power is pwer, and zero zer, and, 
worst of all, a hero's her." The old man 
sighed as he said it. 
"Anon is ann, ·and moan is man," Andrea 
smiled as she said it. 
"And shoe," Andreus said, "is she." 
"Ah, woe," the old man said, "is we 
(WO p • 5 0 ) • II 
The ceaseless alliteration and extravagant word 
play of the fairy tales, then, marks the beginning of 
Thurber's final escape, the escape to words. 
Thurber's later pieces, like his fairy tales, reveal 
his intense preoccupation with words as a means of escaping 
"the unsound and the fuzzy" of modern society. His later 
comedy is "wild, dark comedy, often playing on the brink 
of hysteria, ••• its bizarre anecdotes and extravagant verbal 
effects suggesting a world collapsing into chaos."6 
The most characteristic form of his later work is 
the conversation piece. The setting in such a piece is 
·usually late at night at a party after liquor has loosened 
the inhibitions and the tongues of the guests. Says 
6Holmes, "Art of Fantasy," p. 28. 
Bernstein about Thurber's repetition of the drunken party 
setting, "Invention in these pieces deserted him to the 
point where he couldn't even create new settings or situa-
tions for his cavilling essay-casuals." 7 At these parties, 
the speakers compete in duels of wit. They meet not so 
much to communicate as to score points against each other. 
The humor from these pieces is, unlike that in his earlier 
work, no longer dependent upon character or anecdote, but 
is made through "conversational repute, intricate puns, 
elaborately garbled quotations, anagrams, and other compli-
cated verbal games. 118 
In "That Saving Grace" Thurber meets a drunk's 
rather lame:; pun "The pain in Twain stays mainly on the 
brain" with the better "If you prefer 'I think, therefore 
I am,' to 'Non sum qualis eram,' you are putting Descartes 
before Horace {LL p. 125)." The drunk, taken aback, says, 
"Nuts," and weaves away. In "Midnight at Tim's Place," 
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an acquaintance pretends to mistake Thurber for Bing Crosby. 
Thurber, again using Horace, retorts, "Non sum qualis eram 
sub regno bony Sinatra {LL p. 11)." 
Thurber's alter egos in "Here Come the Tigers" 
claim to have discovered a new plane of beauty by noting 
that the component parts of a word reflect the mood and 
tone of the original. .so from "stiff" comes "tiff" {an 
7Bernstein, p. 463. 
8Holmes, p. 25. 
argument), "fist," and "fits." There's practically a 
sentence in woman: "moan, now won wan man (BIM p. 108) ." 
"Hotels" is even better: "sot, lost, hose, stole, shoe. 
Hotel so hot she shot host {p. 106)." They leave Thurber 
with the provocative challenge to find three six-letter 
words containing "tiger." Thurber retires, but is unable 
to sleep until he discovers gaiter, goiter, and aigret. 
In "Conversation Piece: Connecticut," Thurber and 
a visitor, another alter ego, are discussing the irregular-
ities of the English language. Says Thurber, "There was no 
reason for 'fight' to become 'fought' ...• There was a time 
when a man was knighted for fighting, not knought because 
he had fought. The great good place, the lighted place, 
has become the lought place (LL p. 156)." The repartee 
continues, becoming at times almost dizzying. At the 
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visitor's suggestion of putting on music, Thurber inunediately, 
almost compulsively, pounces on the word "music." 
"The word is icsum and mucsi," I said. "It 
is also musci and scumi. If you say 'Sicum!' 
your dog starts barking at nothing, and if you 
say 'Sucim,' the pigs in the barnyard start 
squealing and grunting. 'Muics' is the cat's 
meow. Say 'miscu' and your fingers are fungers, 
say 'umsci' and the Russians are upon you. As 
for mucis--my God, are you ready for another 
drink already (LL p. 158).?" 
Another type of the word game piece is the insomniac 
piece, wherein the sleepless Thurber tangles with words, 
hoping that his verbal gymnastics will make him sleepy, which 
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of course they never do. In "The Watchers of the Night," 
Thurber rewrites "The Raven" from the raven's point of view: 
Once upon a daybreak dreary, 
While I fluttered sleek and cheery 
Over many a granule of ungarnered corn, 
Suddenly there came a moaning, as of someone 
loudly groaning, 
Groaning at the thought of morn (LL p. 171). 
Thurber also notes that the raven was definitely a room 
raven with a foreign accent, as can be discovered when 
spelling "room raven" backwards. 
After discussing various sentences that are spelled 
the same backwards and forward ("A man, a plan, a canal, 
Panama"), Thurber improvises at some length on the letter 
"P," noting that it is the letter of "predicament, plight, 
perplexity, pickle, pretty pass, puzzle, pit, pitfall, and 
palindrome (LL p. 176) ." "P," too, is the inspiring letter 
of "pilgrim," "pioneers," "pathfinders," and such heroes as 
Percivale, Palamedes, Perseus, and many others. Titles 
such as Piers Plowman, Pride and Prejudice, "Pippa Passes," 
The Pit and the Pendulum, and Peyton P1ace are intriguing, 
while physician, psychologist, psychiatrist, pharma.cists, 
and pathologists are alarming. 
"The Tyranny of Trivia" expands on this already 
overwhelming alphabet theme, where the most interesting word 
game in this remarkably clever yet tedious piece involves 
the antipathy of the letters "C" and "M": "cat and mouse, 
cobra and mongoose, Capulet and Montague, ..• Capitalism and 
Marxism, •.• Christian and Moslem, civil and military, celibacy 
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and marriage, church and monarchy, classical and modern, 
chemical and mechanical, mundane and cosmic (LL p. 83)." 
In these games of Thurber's "there is a kind of 
desp~ration in the restless energy with which he takes words 
apart, spells them backwards, and rearranges them into new 
patterns, as though he were looking for the key to reality 
in the structure of the word. 119 
Reality, in fact, has paled to an anemic world of 
words. No longe~ is the Thurber hero the mild, oppressed 
misfit who takes arms against the impersonal forces of 
modern society, but is the lecturing, arguing man who quotes 
and puns his opponents into submission. The enemy, at last, 
is neither woman nor society, but is verbal nonsense. 
But while Thurber claims to be the champion of 
ordered, adult communication, his later works are too 
bizarre, too formless to be very communicative. "The book 
[Lanterns and Lances] leaves the unpleasant impression that 
its author, knowing he was ill, old, and creatively impotent, 
wanted to take language and humor down with him. 1110 Says 
Updike, Thurber's later humor was, "overwhelmed by puns and 
~ .... -• 
dismay." 11 
9 . 
Holmes, p. 26. 
lOBernstein, p. 483. 
ll"Indignations of a Senior Citizen, ... New York Times 
Book Review (Nov. 25, 1962), p. 5. 
·.' 
And here is the irony of Thurber's work. While in 
the earlier pieces it is the weak man who grapples with and 
overcomes the world by recreating what he believes is a 
better, albeit imaginary world, the aggressive Thurber 
protagonist of the later works is incapable of overcoming, 
and at last retreats into nonsense. 
Because Thurber's earlier works reflect the image 
of the perplexed modern man in search of a better world 
through i~aginative escape rather than the image of the 
pouting author of the later works, his earlier works are 
better, are more balanced. In the later works when escape 
becomes too bizzare, too idiosyncratic to be meaningful, 
the quality of Thurber's works drops, as the New Yorker 
editors all too painfully knew. 
Thurber in his last days told Elliott Nugent, "I 
can't hide any more behind the mask of comedy that I've 
used all my life. People are not funny; they are vicious 
and horrible--and so is life."12 But Thurber had forgotten 
what he had said long before--that humor is not a mask, 
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not a shield, it is a weapon, a sword. When Thurber thought 
he had broken through the mask, he had in fact dropped his 
sword, and only chaos and death could result. 
12aernstein, p. 484. 
Chapter VI 
CONCLUSION 
Thurber's use of escape, then, is a good indicator 
of both Thurber's progression from optimism to despair and 
the quality of his work. Escape pervades all of his work, 
since modern man's disjointedness with society demands 
escape. It is, in fact, a more central theme to Thurber 
than is the "Battle of the Sexes," the theme for which 
Thurber is best known, for while women largely disappear 
from Thurber's later work, he is still writing of escapes, 
often desperate, from other hobgoblins. Thurber's later 
attempts to exorcise these spectre leads tc the demise of 
his work. His early works in which escape is delightful 
are still remembered, still anthologized, while his later 
works are entombed by their own unreality. Walter Mitty 
is alive "inscrutable to the last," Harry Andrews is dead. 
The early Thurber saw disorder and ·illogic as the 
way to overcome a world given over to excessive regimenta-
tion. Escape, usually by imaginative recreation of happier 
worlds, is a positive necessity, it is the key to.a better, 
more human life. Inept heroes such as Walter Mitty and 
Mr. Monroe, types of all modern men, can find a meaningful 
existence, if only in their dreams. These neurotic, hyper-
sensitive males who cannot fit society's unyeilding mold 
are Thurber's answer to unkind, modern life. 
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Escape in the later works of Thurber no longer is 
associated with the joyful and slightly awry. It is, rather, 
an almost desperate attempt to avoid, not recreate life. 
It is at last a denial of reality. In these works, believable 
heroes such as Mitty and Monroe largely disappear, along with 
their fragile imaginations, and are replaced by fantastic 
princes or idols of the past. Those who most resemble Mitty 
in his desire for escape, men like Andrews and Kinstry, are 
at last controlled and killed by their dreams. And in his 
last books, the despairing Thurber leaves humanity altogether, 
turning to his obsessive word games. 
While in his earlier works, Thurber advocates escape 
from inhumanity, the later misanthropist withdraws from 
humanity itself, and when he does, his work withers. His 
epitaph for man and even for his own work might well be the 
garbled fragment that spacemen, eons from now, discover in 
"The Last Clock," a meaningless fragment "of a second rate 
nineteenth century poem celebrating optimism and moral 
uplift." 1 It is reminiscent of the orator in Ionesco's 
The Chcfirs, who, when asked to put into words the signifi-
cance of life, can only utter grunts: 
We can make our lives sublime 
And, departing, leave behind us, 
Mummum in the sands of time (LL p. 58). 
lcharles s. Holmes, "James Thurber and the Art of 
-- Fantasy," The Yale Review, Vol. LV (Autumn, 1965), p. 32. 
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